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Story

One day the House throws the Valentine family out, saying it is indisposed and does not wish to be

disturbed. Sunny discovers that the House has a fever – and there is only one doctor in the world who can

cure it. Sunny’s search for this doctor takes her to a small Italian town where she meets the circus family

Bombastico. She has lots of fun with the circus, but also comes across more sick patients in need of

medical attention. Where on earth is Doc Jack Mac Jackson?

• The Valentine family’s house can talk – or rather, it can write, in the dust, or with sugar on the table.

Unfortunately its choice of words sometimes leaves a little to be desired, leading to hilarious mix-ups and

lots of laughs

• The very special Valentine family features characters the whole family can identify with
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and for magazines.

More titles in this series

Sunny Valentine – Message in

a Bottle in the Lemonade Lake

(Vol. 3)

Sunny Valentine – Foam Baths

and Dancing Roller-Skates

(Vol. 2)

Sunny Valentine – Tropical

Birds and Royal Unterpants

(Vol. 1)
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